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Thank you to the children that went to Church last week, you did us proud
singing along to our Easter Themed songs and were very sensible walking to
and back from the church. There has been a lot of interest in the ‘eggs’ that
some children found in our natural resources box, we have been watching
them closely to see if anything will hatch out of them! Following on from
our egg interest, we will be having a special visit from Pip the duck on
Thursday’s Rhythm and Rhyme time! We are very excited about this!
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Phonics
This week our sound of the week is ‘v’, next week it will be ’w’ (the picture of the wwwwworm) We would LOVE you to bring in some objects to share and hang in our sound area.
Our song of the week will be ‘Wind the bobbin up’.
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Story Sacks
This week we are enjoying The Three Billy Goats Gruff story sack, if you would like to get
involved with this awesome project, please come and chat to me.
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Learning Logs and reading records
Just a gentle reminder that all Nursery 2 pupils are expected to return their Learning Log and
reading books each week now in preparation for Reception, thank you.
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Warmer weather
Now that we’ll (hopefully) be seeing snippets of sunshine, please ensure, that on sunny
days ,you send your child into school with a named sunhat and suncream on. Please also
send a named bottle of suncream into school so that it can be reapplied on super hot days.
Thank you.

Eureka
Our annual trip to Eureka will take place on Tuesday 15th and Thursday 17th May. It will cost
£8.50 per child and we will be going on the train. I have sent out an additional letter to explain everything— please return your reply slip ASAP so that I can organise the train tickets
for helpers please.
Nursery next year?
Thank you to the Nursery 1 parents / carers for letting me know of your session preference
for next year. I will be sorting sessions out in the next couple of weeks so if you happen to
change your mind, please let me know ASAP! I will do my best to fulfil your requests!
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troll

scary

gruff

fresh

big

fierce

bridge grass

medium
oldest

goat

small

youngest

Wind the bobbin up, Wind the bobbin up,
Pull, pull, clap, clap, clap.
Wind it back again, Wind it back again,
Pull, pull, clap, clap, clap,
Point to the ceiling, Point to the floor,
Point to the window, Point to the door,
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